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Motivation: understanding plankton 
dynamics from long-term data sets



14 groups



But the talk is about the statistical 
methods
o What is a multivariate autoregressive state-space model 

(MARSS or VARSS)?  

o A tour of different classes of time series models 
written as MARSS (more math)

o Estimating parameters using an EM algorithm for 
MARSS models with linear constraints  (more math)

o MARSS R package 

o Estimating the species interaction matrix and covariate 
matrices for PLANKTON (actually more math)

o Stabilitiy metrics (cartoons!)

o Some results from the plankton work



MARSS model

Random walk
x(t)=x(t-1)+e(t) +u

Mean-reverting random walk
x(t)=bx(t-1)+e(t) +u

SOME UNDERLYING AUTOREGRESSIVE PROCESS

+ OBSERVATION PROCESS

White noise
x(t)=e(t) +u

NAMES

Univariate: Autoregressive state-space

Mulitvariate: Vector autoregressive SS
Multivariate autoregressive SS
Dynamic linear model
Structural SS time-series model



MARSS (or VARSS) model

Multivariate
autoregressive
“random walk”

Multivariate
with noise

written out….



Long history in economics, finance and 
engineering



Model with lags (lag-p models)

In MARSS form, it becomes…

x at t-2 affects x at t



Multivariate moving average models

In MARSS form, it becomes…



Autoregressive process noise

We re-write this as a MARSS(1) model by 
moving the error term into the state process



Stochastic level model (used to detect 
structural breaks)

The mean level is an autoregressive process



Model with covariates
(exogenous variables)

ft

vs Effect enters as a level change

Effect enters as a process change

W. T. Edmondson dataset courtesy of D. Schindler



Model with covariates written as a 
MARSS by moving covariates into states

We can re-write this as a MARSS(1) model

The covariates can be modeled as a autoregressive process

The covariates might have an observation process (to deal 
with missing values, multiple time series, changing time series)



Other types of models that can be 
written as MARSS

• Link multiple 
observations of a 
single process

• Try to find a minimum 
set of stochastic 
trends to describe a 
large set of time series



Hierarchical models with shared 
parameters
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Finding MLE parameters for MARSS 
models
o What is a multivariate autoregressive state-space model 

(MARSS or VARSS)?  

o A tour of different classes of time series models 
written as MARSS (more math)

o Estimating parameters using an EM algorithm for 
MARSS models with linear constraints  (more math)

o MARSS R package

o Estimating the species interaction matrix and covariate 
matrices for PLANKTON (actually more math)

o Stabilitiy metrics (cartoons!)

o Some results from the plankton work



Finding MLE parameters for MARSS 
models

Joint likelihood of y(data), x(hidden states)

• If you can compute the marginal likelihood L(y; Θ), you can maximize that 
(using some Newton-based method, like BFGS).  The Kalman filter will give 
you the marginal likelihood.   Works great for lots of problems.  But for many 
big multivariate problems it doesn’t work so great.  And it’s too easy=boring

• A different approach to finding MLE parameters for problems with hidden 
states is the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm.  And it’s elegant and hard=fun



Finding MLE parameters for MARSS 
models

Joint likelihood of y(data), x(hidden states)

• If you can compute the marginal likelihood L(y; Θ), you can maximize that 
(using some Newton-based method, like BFGS).  The Kalman filter will give 
you the marginal likelihood.   Works great for lots of problems.  But for many 
big multivariate problems it doesn’t work so great.
And when it does work, it’s too easy=boring

• A different approach to finding MLE parameters for problems with hidden 
states is the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm.  Very robust.
And it’s elegant and hard=fun

log L(y,x;Θ) = f(y,x,Θ)



EM algorithm

Joint likelihood of y and x is log L(y,x;Θ) = f(y,x,Θ)

The EM algorithm maximizes the expected value of the joint likelihood

Expected value of the “random variable LL” conditioned on the observed data and a set 
of parameters

The expectations in this expected joint likelihood can be computed (for MARSS 
models with the Kalman smoother) 

We can maximize g(…., Θ) with respect to Θ to find the Θ that maximizes the 
expected log likelihood.

g(E(YX), E(XX), E(YY), E(X), E(Y), Θ)



1. Start with Θ1

2. Compute the expectations involving X and Y conditioned on Θ1 and the data

3. Put those in                                                            and maximize with respect 
to Θ to get Θ2

4. Compute the expectations involving X and Y conditioned on Θ2 and the data

5. Put those in                                                            and maximize with respect 
to Θ to get Θ3

6. Repeat until convergence

EM algorithm for MARSS models



1. Start with Θ1

2. Compute the expectations involving X and Y conditioned on Θ1 and the data

3. Put those in                                                            and maximize with respect 
to Θ to get Θ2

4. Compute the expectations involving X and Y conditioned on Θ2 and the data

5. Put those in                                                            and maximize with respect 
to Θ to get Θ3

6. Repeat until convergence

EM algorithm for MARSS models

What’s the point? Seems like a lot of pain!
1) It can make certain types of problems tractable and considerably faster
2) For many of the problems we work on, other approaches grind to a halt
3) The maximization steps (3, 5) and expectation steps (2,4) are analytical



“OMG! EM algorithms sound like fun!”

Google “MARSS cran”



“OMG! Do I really have to do all that math 
to use MARSS models?

Google “MARSS cran”



Lots of case studies and examples from workshops we 
(Eric Wark, Brice Semmens, Mark Scheuerell, and 
myself) have taught



But the talk is about the statistical 
methods
o What is a multivariate autoregressive state-space model 

(MARSS or VARSS)?  

o A tour of different classes of time series models 
written as MARSS (more math)

o Estimating parameters using an EM algorithm for 
MARSS models with linear constraints  (more math)

o MARSS R package

o Estimating the species interaction matrix and covariate 
matrices for PLANKTON (actually more math)

o Stabilitiy metrics (cartoons!)

o Some results from the plankton work



Why use MAR models to study community dynamics?

Temperature ... Nutrients .... Photoperiod ... Storm activity ... Fishing pressure ...

Lake Washington plankton community, S.E. Hampton, NCEAS, UCSB



What are the strong species interactions? How 
are environmental factors affecting species?

Total Phosphorus

Hampton, Scheuerell, & Schindler 2006S.E. Hampton, NCEAS, UCSB



Log abundance of 
species i at t+1

Species-specific 
constant

xi(t+1)   =  xi(t) + ui   + Σ αi,j xj(t)  + Σ ci,k υk(t)

Effect of species j 
on species i

Log abundance of 
species j at t

Effect of environmental 
variable k on species i

Level of environmental 
variable k at t

Multispecies Autoregressive Models (MARs) as 
used in community modeling

at t



B = interaction matrix

Written in matrix form:
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covariates

The effect of species 1 on species 2

The effect of covariate 1 on species 1 Environmental variation 
(not from covariates)



Ives, Dennis, Cottingham, & Carpenter. 
2003. Ecol. Monogr. 73(2)

Model selection step to 
find the “0” interactions

Bootstrap step to find 
the strong interactions

Total Phosphorus

BUT MAR models
•No observation errors

•Covariates known perfectly
•No (not many) missing values



Stability properties of MAR models

• A variety of different stability 
metrics can be estimated from the 
B matrix

• Distinguish underlying ‘system’ 
stability from environmentally 
driven variation

Stability measure More stable when…

Variance variance of the stationary distribution is low 
relative to that for the process error

Return rate rapid approach to the stationary distribution 
(i.e. high return rate)

Reactivity fewer departures from the mean of the 
stationary distribution (i.e. low reactivity)

More stable Less stable



Lots of applications to freshwater 
plankton datasets

Citation System

Hall et al 2009 Freshwater plankton

Hampton et al 2008 Freshwater plankton

Duffy 2007 Freshwater plankton

Hampton et al 2006 Freshwater plankton

Huber and Gaedke 2006 Freshwater plankton

Hampton and Schindler 2006 Freshwater plankton

Carpenter et al 2005 Freshwater plankton

Beisner et al 2003 Freshwater plankton

Klug et al 2000 Freshwater plankton

Hampton et al 2006 Freshwater plankton

Fischer et al 2001 Freshwater plankton

Ives et al 1999 Freshwater plankton

Ives et al 2003 Freshwater plankton

Klug and Cottingham 2001 Freshwater plankton

Interaction matrix

Assume the data 
have no 

observation error



Observation error and 
spurious density-dependence 








− 5.01.0

1.05.0Simple predator-prey 
interaction matrix

No observation error; 
blue has negative effect 
on black; black has 
positive effect on blue

Strong density-dependence 
leads to tight fluctuations 
around an equilibrium

Added (high) observation 
error; more overall 
variation; more ‘noisy’

TRUE HIDDEN PROCESS

OBSERVATIONS WITH ERROR



Observation error and 
spurious density-dependence 








− 5.01.0

1.05.0Original interaction 
matrix









− 5.01.0

1.05.0









− 28.005.0

05.028.0

Include observation 
error (with MARSS 

model) and we 
recover the original 
matrix…at a cost

Ignore observation 
error and density-
dependence looks 

stronger and 
interactions weaker

TRUE HIDDEN PROCESS

OBSERVATIONS WITH ERROR



Not a new result but perhaps not widely recognized… 
unknown obs error = spurious density-dependence

2010 2008



What are the effects of observation error on 
estimates of multivariate B matrices?

Total Phosphorus

Hampton, Scheuerell, & Schindler 2006S.E. Hampton, NCEAS, UCSB



Lake Washington

Seattle

Lake Washington long-term 
plankton monitoring

S. E. Hampton, NCEAS, UCSB, hampton@nceas.ucsb.edu, 7 July 2007

• weekly plankton sampling 1960s to present
• environmental covariate data
• standardized sampling
• basis for lots of MAR-based research into plankton 
community dynamics



1 0.65     -0.08                    

2      0.36                         

3           0.34

4                0.64 -0.17      -0.16

5 0.11 0.01 0.74

6 0.11                -0.26 0.71 -0.15

7 0.06 -0.13 0.57

1 0.52     -0.06                         Diatom  

2      0.44                              Green

3           0.92 Cyano

4                0.66 -0.16      -0.12   Cyclops

5 0.23 -0.11 0.57 Daphnia

6 0.09                -0.22 0.64 -0.14   Diatopmis

7 0.23 -0.27 0.52   Bosmina

ORIGINAL

MARSS

R est=.02
or so

Q est=.6
or so

Comparison of the B matrix estimates analysis of Lake WA data mid-1970s on 



Those results assumed we knew where the 
zeros were.  What if we don’t know?

This is the same 
7x7 interaction 
matrix.  The 
distributions are 
posterior 
distributions.  All 
B elements were 
estimated but I 
blocked out the 
original “zeros”



Long-term plankton studies in the English 
Channel

“L4” data (cleaner)
• 1 location
• Weekly samples at 
standard time of day
• Individual counts
• Environmental covariate 
info
• Very few missing values

Continuous Plankton 
Recorder (CPR) data (noisy)
•“platforms of opportunity” 
(ferries, non-research and 
research ships)= Many 
locations
• Log10 counts
• Times of day variable
• Lots of missing values
• Some spp poorly sampled



14 groups



B matrix
• 12 x 12
• 2 groups 

removed 
because they 
had only 3 
levels in the 
CPR data

L4 (clean data)
• Green
• Yellow (ignores 

obs error)

CPR (noisy data)
• Red
• Pink (ignores obs 

error)



L4 (clean data)
• Green
• Yellow (ignores 

obs error)

CPR (noisy data)
• Red
• Pink (ignores obs 

error)

Observation #1
L4 data does indeed seem less 
error-ridden



B matrix
• 12 x 12
• 2 groups 

removed 
because they 
had only 3 
levels in the 
CPR data

L4 (clean data)
• Green
• Yellow (ignores 

obs error)

CPR (noisy data)
• Red
• Pink (ignores obs 

error)

Observation #2
Ignoring observation error leads 
to spurious density-dependence 
and the problem is (on average) 
worse for the dataset where 
observation error (both variance 
and missing values) are higher



L4 (clean data)
• Green
• Yellow (ignores 

obs error)

CPR (noisy data)
• Red
• Pink (ignores obs 

error)

Observation #3
Except on the diagonal (intra-
DD), the interaction strengths 
are not correlated between L4 
and CPR datasets



Gets back to the “unknown observation 
error = poor B estimation” issue

Known obs varianceUnknown obs variance

b true b true

b est

Univariate case (one spp)
• Largely solved by independent samples of same population
• Partially solved with duplicate samples of different populations 

with same parameters

Multivariate case (community)
• ????
• This is where our current research is focused
• Research depends on simulations (10,000s), so fast algorithms key



Also there is a less recognized issue: the 
effect of unknown environmental drivers

Univariate case (one spp)
• This is bad unless you can demean your data without removing the true 

fluctuations.
• If you remove those in your demeaning step, B0 (spurious DD)
• Datasets much longer than any cycles in the unknown covariate are key.  

Multivariate case (community)
• It is generally accepted that inclusion of the important 

environmental drivers is key for good B estimation

TRUE

TRUE + ERROR + DRIVER



Constraining B will 
vastly improve 
estimation

But current model 
selection algorithms 
(for MAR) require 
searching a huge 
model space and the 
fitting step for 
MARSS is too slow, 
i.e. model selection 
steps would = months 
of computation

Finally, there are way too many estimated 
B elements



Still lots to do…..

Temperature ... Nutrients .... Photoperiod ... Storm activity ... Fishing pressure ...
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